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We study the question whether 9-R. Qr,t, is free over )m or not, where %R is the 
maximal order in K[Gal(Q([,)/K)], K the quadratic subfield of C!([,), and p = 3 
(mod 4) prime. Previous affirmative results of Cougnard (p = 7, p = 11) are 
extended to many other values of p, including a certain kind of “strong Sophie 
Germain primes.” 0 1’990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let N= O(c,,) with p - 3 (mod 4) a prime number, and let Q c Kc N be 
an intermediate field with [N: K] = I< p - 1, r = Gal(N/K). The question 
is whether @,, is free as an Co,T-module (it is certainly projective since N/K 
is tamely ramified, see Friihlich [ 81). Brinkhuis Cl] has shown that for 
I= 2, i.e., K= O({,) +, the answer is yes; for 2 < I< (p - 1)/2 the answer is 
no. It seems appropriate to relax the above freeness condition, and rather 
ask whether ‘9X. 0,, g 9X, where ‘9X is the maximal order of U,,,r in NT. 
Theorem 2 of Brinkhuis Cl] states that if 2 < I < (p - 1)/2, I prime, the 
answer is still NO. So we concentrate on the case I = (p - 1)/2 in this 
paper. 
Cougnard [4,5] has shown that for p = 7 and p = 11 we do have 
!lJK!$,~ %R (The case p = 3 is trivial.) Moreover he has shown for I prime 
that WQ,,g%R if and only if the Jacobi sum J(x, x) =Camod,~(a) x(1 -a) 
is up to a unit a square in K(I) = L([,), where x is a character of order I 
of (Z/pi?)*. This is also proved in (3.3) of [l]. One essential point in this 
is the following. N is the direct composite of a([,)’ and K, and this is 
almost true of the corresponding number rings: Except over p, Co, is 8 . 
obtained by tensormg OoocP, + with UK. Starting from this, one can take an 
integral normal basis of Q(c,,)’ and examine how much it fails to be an 
i.n.b. of N over K. 
Here we show ‘!JJWNr W for a much greater (probably infinite) set of 
primes p. (Our methods are unsuitable for obtaining counterexamples, 
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since several implications used don’t seem to be reversible.) The results are 
given in full in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Let it suffice here to say the follow- 
ing: We have ‘DQ. z W for all p E 3 (mod 4) less than 100, except possibly 
59 and 79, and for all p such that 1 and r := (I - 1)/2 are also prime, and 
2 -is a primitive root (mod r). Note that for such primes 1, h(Q(I)) is odd 
by the paper [11] of Hurrelbrink and Kolster. The exact relationship 
between our problem and class number parities is not yet clear. 
The method is as follows. The ideal generated by the Jacobi sum J(x, x) 
in K(1) is a square a2, Z a certain ideal which is known from the factoriza- 
tion of the Jacobi sum in Q(I). By the criterium of Brinkhuis and 
Cougnard, it suffices for 1 prime to prove that ti is principal. This is done 
by a comparison with the situation in K(I)+ and some norm index com- 
putations. One obtains as a sufficient criterion that a certain matrix, made 
up basically from certain Legendre symbols, has maximal rank. (See the 
beginning of Section 4 for a simple example.) This is proved for some types 
of p, and was verified by computer for (finitely) many others. 
The technique of resolvents is basic to most work on normal bases. In 
our case, this technique is hidden in the criterium of Brinkhuis and 
Cougnard. For the reader’s convenience, and in order to obtain the proper 
generalization for the case 1 composite, we state and prove here all that is 
needed. A general reference on resolvents is Frohlich [S]. 
Notation Used in This Paper 
(a), = smallest nonnegative residue of the integer a modulo n. 
In sums xjmodS n . . . the summation index j runs over all natural 
numbers less than and coprime to n. 
p is always a prime number = 3 (mod 4). 
I= (p - 1)/2, d is a divisor of 1. 
K= Q(G), N= Q(c,) = Q(p) for short. 
Q(d) = Q(L), K(d) = K(L), etc. 
For any number field F, let I,, P,, C, denote the group of fractional 
ideals in F, the group of principal fractional ideals in F, the class group 
of Co,, respectively. 
Similarly, E, stands for the group of units of &.. 
For any abelian extension M/Q, M+ = Mn R. G= Gal(K/Q) = 
Gal(K(d)/Q(d)), a group of order two. 
r= Gal(N/K) = {cJ,~ (r/p) = + l}, with CT,([~) =[;. 
A= (z,(imod’d} =Gal(Q(d)/Q), with T~(&)=[;. conj(=z-,) is 
complex conjugation. 
We display some frequently encountered fields in a diagram; on the 
right, we display the factorization of the prime p in the fields. For the 
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precise numbering of the occurring prime ideals, see the beginning of 
Section 2. 
K ___ K(l) 
G 
I 
Q-r- Q(l) (P) __ l-I& WI = IIj mod’ 1). 
Finally, !IA is the maximal order of O,r in KT (see Section l), x =x, 
is a fixed character of r of order 1 (i.e., 2 bijective), and for each dJI, 
xd = xf with f = l/d is a character of r of order d. 
1. RESOLVENTS 
Let %H be the maximal order of O,r in Kr, and suppose xd is a character 
of r of order d for every divisor d of 1. (The property xd = x:‘” will only be 
used later.) 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. !Ul z I&,! OK [cd], where cd is a primitive dth root of 
unity, and the dth projection is induced by Xd: r + C. 
Proof: Let cd = Xd(a), a a fixed generator of r. Then Lo,rg 
Q[X]/(X’- 1) = O,[X]/(fl @d(X)) (X corresponding to a). Thus the 
integral closure of co,r in KT is n UK[X]/(@JX)) r n OK[[d], where in 
the dth component X goes to cd. 
DEFINITION OF RESOLVENTS. Let x: r-r C be a character, y EN. Define 
(yIx)= 1 x(a)-‘.a(y)ENx) (=N{xWIaW))~ 
WEI- 
(UNIX)= ~(YIx)IY++Nx)~ 
It is easily seen (e.g., by using local normal bases) that (ON ( Xd) is a locally 
free OK [cd]-submodule of rank 1 of N(d) = N(xd). In particular, for any 
nonzero t E (Co, 1 xd), t - ’ . (ON 1 x~) is a fractional ideal in K(d). 
We need the following well-known fact (for d= I prime, see 3.1 of [ 11. 
Compare also [8, p. 511): 
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(1.2) PROPOSITION. We have ‘9X. @,, z ‘3JI if and only if for all dl I: 
(ON[xd) is free as Q[[J-module. 
Proof. Since 0N is Co,T-projective, we have !VX!I,v = !lJI QoNr 0,,,, hence 
‘!JXoN r !DI if and only if for all d( dl 
Therefore it s&ices to show that the left hand side in (*) is isomorphic to 
(@,,,Ix~). Consider ~:C~,+(&,(X~), cp(y)=(yl~J. We let r operate on 
Q,,[l;J via xd, hence cp is &T-linear, and we obtain an epimorphism 
By a rank argument, rp’ is also injective. 
2. FACTORING OF RE~OLVENT IDEALS 
We consider the diagram of fields 
N---- N(1) 
I- 
/ 
-K ~ K(l) 
I 
Q A - Q(l). 
The ideal (p) is totally split in Q(l), totally ramified in N. Recall xl is 
a fixed character of order E of r. There is (precisely) one character 
w: Gal(N/Q) + C of order 21= p - 1 with 0~1 r=x,, and (p) has exactly 
one prime divisor p1 in Q(I) with the property ~(a,) = r (mod pr) for all 
r mod’ p. One lets pi = 7,: ‘(pl) with zj E A determined by rj(c/) = [{ (j runs 
mod’ 1). Consequently we have ~(a,) E rj (mod pi). Finally, let ip,, Q, be 
the.unique prime divisor of pj in K(Z), respectively, N(1) (see diagram in the 
Notations section). From now on we suppose that xd= x{l” for all divisors 
d of 1. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. l$,(,) . (0, ) Xd) = nj modr, Q<2a” with f = l/d. 
that <. ), is here the smallest nonnegative residue Lperntor mod 1.) 
(Note 
Proof. From xd= x{= ozfJ r we get &(or) = r2S (mod pi) (j running 
mod’ I, r running over the quadratic residues modulo p). 
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Now let ( - ) cj denote the embedding in the completion at Q,, 
m --) QpKp) g WU))q. 
Finally, let - : (Z/pZ)* --f hp*, Y I-P ?, be the multiplicative system of repre- 
sentatives. 
Our plan is to compute the ideal generated by (ON ( xJn in N(I), for all 
primes Q of (N(I). We claim that we get the unit ideal if Q does not lie 
over p. The reason is as follows: If ‘$I = Q n K is not over p, then N/K is 
unramified in !$3, and the (cO,/Cp) r-module &,/!jX!& has a free generator, 
say 5. By [S, I 4.33, the element C o(a) c- ’ is invertible in &,, ‘p, and hence 
(a ( xd) is not in Q. Hence we restrict attention to the case Q = cl,. 
Since Q, contains a primitive (p - 1) st root of unity, we have by 
Kummer theory: 
Np = K,(n) with &=weK, 
for suitable rc E N,. Then c,(rc) = r”. n for all er E IY (This may be checked 
mod 7t: We have rz = U. (1 - iP), UE 0:. Hence using a,(u)/u= 1 
(modulo 1 - cP), 
~,(~n)/~ = ~r(U)/U. (1 - &Ml - ip) 
A+{,+ . . . + g- 1 E r (modulo 1 -i,).) 
Now it will be sufficient to show for k = 0, . . . . I- 1, 
From this, the claimed factorization follows. 
We compute 
(letting r = s2) 
=- ; C s”-4D.g= ?lk, 
s mod’ p 
and the last expression is (p - 1)/2 for 2k = 48 (mod p - 1 ), zero otherwise, 
QED. 
The idea is now to factor a certain element of (&I xd) and compare. 
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(2.2) LEMMA. Let t = ([, + 5;’ ( xd). Extend the definition of Dj to the 
case I < j < 21, gcd( j, 21) = 1, by letting Q, = z;’ (a,), rcj(cd) = 5; as before. 
Then 
Proof Recall 21= p - 1. For the extension N/Q we also have resolvents 
bit) N,Q = c 5(a)- 1 a), summation over o E Gal(N/Q), 5 any character 
of Gal(N/Q). These resolvents are Gauss sums, and we obtain 
(r)=((rp+5,*lXd))=((iplWZf)N,0) 
(useGal(NIQ)=Tu~conj,ando*~(conj)= 1). 
The last term is the ideal generated by the Gauss sum G(w”), and its 
factorization is 
n qybI) 
jmod’p- I 
e.g., by the proof of Stickelberger’s theorem, see Washington [ 151. 
As an easy consequence we get: 
(2.3) COROLLARY. (a) (&,Ixt) is Q[c,]-isomorphic to nj.oHS ‘Q;-‘, 
where UHS = {(I + 1)/2, . . . . I - 1) denotes the upper half system of residues 
prime to 1. 
(b) For d a divisor of I and j coprime to d, define (PjSd to be the prime 
of K(d) below ‘pi, where i is any number coprime to I with i= j (mod d). 
Then ‘p,, is well defined, ‘@j,d= rj(‘p,,,), and we get an OKC,,-isomorphism 
( UHSd denoting the upper halfsystem of residues prime to d). 
Proof Let A = t - ‘(Cl, 1 xd), t E (ON 1 xd) as in 2.2. Then A is a fractional 
K(d)-ideal, and by 2.1 and 2.2 we get 
j  mod’ I j  mod’ 21 
For j odd, coprime to 1, and between 1 and I, one obtains (since then j is 
also coprime to 21) the contribution 
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For j even, coprime to I, and between 1 and 1, one gets (since j + I is then 
coprime to 21) the contribution 
~<W>I- <zfU+O)21 
J 
The occurring power of Qj is hence the zeroth, if 2fmod 21 is less than I, 
and the (-I) th otherwise. Since Qj = aNcn(Pi, part (a) follows. 
For part (b) we remark that we have already proved 
where Z= {jmod’I: (2fi)21>I} = {jmod’l: (2j),,>d}. Moreover we 
know that for each i coprime to d, 
jmodl 
jzi(modd) 
From this (b) follows, since extending ideals from K(d) to K(Z) is injective. 
Let us hence define for d 1 I: 3d = product of all (Pi,,d with j E UHS,. From 
2.3 and 1.2 we obtain immediately 
(2.4) COROLLARY. !JBO,,,E ‘ZVI if and only if all ideals .& dl I, are 
principal. 
Remark. For d= 1, xi is the trivial character and (&,,Jxi) is just 
TrNIK(oN), and this is just OK by tameness; i.e., we need not worry 
about Jr. 
3. AN EASY EXAMPLE 
From the last remark in Section 2 it is clear that if 1 is prime one only 
needs to deal with d= 1. Let p = 11, I = 5. Then K(Z) = Q(fi, cs), and 
K(Z) + is over Q cyclic of degree 4 with discriminant 9 . 11’. By the tables 
of Pohst [14], h(K(Z) +) = 1. This implies the relation ‘$JJ:’ - ‘pej in CKuJ 
(since conj sends !@j to ‘phj). On the other hand ‘$f is principal, since it 
comes from Q(Z) = 6p(c,). Hence ‘pi - ?I34 and (p2 - ‘&. 
By another table (see Washington [15-J), the class number of Q(i,,) is 
10, and K(Z) is its own genus held (see, e.g., van der Linden [13]), hence 
h(K(Z)) divides 10, and the subgroup of C K(I) generated by (the classes of) 
!$I3 and VP4 has at most order two. If one among (p3, ‘$.J4 is nonprincipal, 
then so is the other (let A operate). Hence in any case JI= (p3(p4 is prin- 
cipal, and we have reproved Cougnard’s result. (In fact, no ‘pj is principal.) 
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4. p-ADIC SIGNATURES AND NORM RESIDUE GROUPS 
We introduce a technical device which one might name “studying p-adic 
signatures.” Let F be any number field in which p is totally split, 
n = [F:Q]. As usual, n = r, + 2r,. Let L/F be a quadratic extension in 
which all primes dividing p are ramified. (As always, p is a prime = 3 
(mod 4).) 
Now suppose Z is a set of primes of F dividing p, and 111 = r, + r2 (i.e., 
one more than the unit rank of F). Let V be the If,-vector space [Fi. We 
defineamap$=$,:E,/E,2-+Vas 
0 
Ii/(U) = k&I? with e,,= (u E E,) 
1 
(The Legendre symbol is defined via the canonical isomorphism 
Q/p z FP.) Obviously $ is a well-defined homomorphism. If F/Q is 
d-galois and Z is d-invariant, then $ is d-equivariant. 
Since every p E Z is ramified in L, every norm of a unit in L, is a square 
in the unit group of K,. Hence $ annihilates the group NLIFEL. 
By Dirichlet, EF/EF2 has order 2”+‘*, a factor 2 coming from the unit 
- 1. Of course, EB is contained in NLIFE,. From these simple remarks, we 
get: 
(4.1) LEMMA. $ is surjective if and only if it is injective. Zf 1+9 is surjective, 
then NLIFEL is equal to EF2, hence the norm index h’(L/F, EL) is 2”+‘?. 
EXAMPLE. F=Q(fi), p=ll, L=F(a). Then (ll)=p.p’ in F, 
$ = 7 (mod p), ,/s = -7 (mod p’). Let Z= {p, p’}. One calculates 
$( - 1) = (1, 1) and II/( 1 + fi)/2) = (0, l), hence $ is bijective. 
In what follows, we will be concerned with two types of cases: Let d be 
a divisor of I (notation as above; recall p = 2f+ 1). 
First case: F= Q(d), L = K(d). 
Second case: F= Q(d)+, L = K(d)+. 
In both cases, G = Gal(L/F) is of order two. The group ZF of G-invariant 
(“ambiguous”) ideals in L is generated by: 
First case: all ideals induced from F, and all $Jj,d (j runs mod’ d). 
Second case: all ideals induced from F, and all $J,cd (j runs 
through UHS,, and ‘!13Td is the unique ideal under !JJj,d m K(d)+). 
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(For d a power of a prime q, one needs as an extra generator the unique 
L-ideal above q (note q is totally ramified in L in that case).) 
Note here that p&. Co,(,) = ‘$j,,‘p -j,d. 
By Lang [ 12, p. 65, formula (1) and (3)] we have 
eW/F). h(F) 
czT:pzl = [L:F] . [EF5vLIFEL]’ (*I 
with e(L/F) defined as the product of all ramification indices of L/F. This 
formula produces in our two cases the following. Let @ be Euler’s function. 
Case 1. F= Q(d), L = K(d) Case2. F=Q(d)+, L=K(d)+ 
e(L/F) = 2CF’Q] ~‘2~‘~) e(L/F) = 2(%0/z +&I, 
&= 
1 if d prime power 
0 otherwise. 
(since exactly the @j(d) (since all G(d)/2 divisors of p ramify, 
divisors of p ramify) and if d = qa a prime power, the unique 
divisor of q in F will also ramify) 
[L : F] = 2, hence: [L:F] =2, hence: 
[Z3?‘= 
2(9(4/z - 1 + 8) . h(F) 
[E,:N,,,E,] . 
Now we consider the maps $ in the two cases. In the second case, we take 
for Z the set of all p,Td (j in the upper half system mod d); denote the result- 
ing [F,-space by V +. In the first case, take Z= { ~~,~lj~ UZZS,}. Note that 
here we must not take all primes over p to form I. In both cases, Z will then 
have the correct cardinality: unit-rank(F) + 1. We obtain a commutative 
diagram 
ICI+: Eo(d,+lE&d,+ - V+ 
(4.2) LEMMA. Zf t,b is surjectioe, then IIm( i+G ‘)I = 2*@‘)‘* +’ ~ ‘. In par- 
ticular, if@ is surjectiue and h(Q(d)) is odd, then [I&,,+ :P&,,+] is also odd. 
Proof: Suppose d is a prime power. Then the left hand vertical arrow 
in the above diagram is an isomorphism by [ 15, Corollary 4.133. Hence 
$+ is also surjective, so the norm index [E,(,,+ :NEKCd)+] equals 2@@‘)/*. 
Then the result follows, using (*) plus explanations (Case 2), and E = 1. 
If d is not a prime power, then the left hand vertical arrow has a coker- 
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nel of order 2 (lot. tit), so we get that the order of Im(ll/ + ), and hence also 
the norm index [E,(,,+ :NEKcd)+], is a multiple of 2@(d)‘2p ‘, so we are 
again done by formula (*). 
We now obtain the main criterion used to show ‘3.RON z (nz: 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let the notation be as above. If $ for Q(d) is surjective 
and h(Q(d)) is odd (d a divisor of I), then Id is principal. 
Proof. Let conj denote complex conjugation as an element of A. Let 
M be the subgroup of C(K(d)) which is generated by the classes of the 
‘$3j,d (j mod’ d), i.e., of the classes of the primes over p. Similarly, let M + 
be the subgroup of C(K(d)+) generated by the classes of the P,+d (j 
running through UHS,). 
For any finite abelian group A, let A(,, be the 2-primary part of A, and 
7~2: A -+ A,,) the canonical projection. 
CLAIM. MC,, is 2-elementary and has order 2@‘d’i’ ~ ’ 
Proof of Claim. We have MC,, = M;,, where M’ is generated by M and 
all classes of ideals coming from Q(d) (of course, this uses that h(Q(d)) is 
odd). Thus IM’l = [I;,,, :P$,,]. From the formula of Case 1 above we 
obtain, using again that h(Q(d)) is odd, 
lMo,l = w;2,1 =2 @(d)b ‘/[&J(d) :NE,(d,I 
= yW- I 
I 
2@‘“‘/2 by 4.1 since $ is surjective, 
hence IM(,, ( is as claimed. Moreover, M2 consists of classes of ideals 
coming from Q(d), hence Mczj2 is trivial. 
Second Claim. conj operates trivially on M,,,, or what is the same, conj 
sends every element of MC,, to its inverse. It suffices to show n2 [rP,,d’p -,.d] 
is trivial. But !@j,dZp -j,d is induced from ‘$,fd, and by Lemma 4.2 the order 
of M + is odd, hence cpi,dq _ j,d has odd order, and we are done. 
Let A = Gal(K(d)/K, A’ = A/{id, conj }. M is by construction a cyclic 
ZA-module, hence MC,, is a cyclic ff,A-module. By the above, MC,, is 
actually a (cyclic) IF,A’-module. By the rather trivial Lemma 4.4 below, 
Mc2) is annihilated by the element t , ,  = Ca E d 6. Recalling that conj = IC _, , 
one sees that the rc,: ’ with j running through the upper half system UHS, 
mod’ d are a system of representatives of A/(id, conj >. Hence one gets 
= 712[3dl. 
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Since 3: is generated by the Jacobi sum J(of, of), f = l/d (this follows 
easily from the well-known factorisations of the Gauss sums G(wf), 
G(w”)), we also know that 3: is principal, and we have proved Jd 
principal. 
Remark. In case d is a prime z 3 (mod 4), the last part of the proof can 
be simplified (and 4.4 is not needed). It suffices to show that the class of 
Jd has odd order. Since all [pj,dp.j,d] have odd order by the first part 
of the proof, it suffices to prove that the class of J&= n vj,d, product over 
all quadratic residues j mod d, has odd order. But J& is induced by one of 
the two prime divisors of p in K(n) cK(d). One may show directly 
(see, e.g., Hasse [lo, p. 75]), that the biquadratic bicyclic field K(n) 
has odd class number. 
We still have to state and prove 
(4.4) LEMMA. Suppose A’ is a group of order n, and M’ a cyclic 
[F, A’-module with 2”- ’ elements. Then M’ is annihilated by t = CJEd 6. 
ProoJ There is an IF,A’-epimorphism r: F,A’ + M’. We must have 
Jker(r)l = 2, whence ker(r) is of necessity a trivial A’-module. The only non- 
zero trivial submodule of [F, A’ is t. [F, A’, so t E ker(r) and tM’ = 0. 
Finally we prove a proposition which makes it easier to apply 
Theorem 4.3 in practice. 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. Let us denote the map Ic/ associated with Q(d) by tid 
(d dividing I). Then if $, is surjective, all other I++~ (dll) are also surjective. 
In the same vein, if h(Q(l)) is odd, so are all h(Q(d)). 
Proof: The second statement is well-known. 
By 4.1, tid is surjective iff it is injective. Denote the codomain of I+Q~ by 
V, to avoid confusion. Then one obtains a commutative diagram 
where 1 is induced by inclusion. To infer “tid injective” from “+[ injective,” 
it suffices to know that z is injective. If [a] E ker(i), u E EQCd) not a square, 
then &E Q(I), and we would obtain an intermediate field 
Q(d) c 2 c Q(l), Z/Q(d) ramified at most over two, i.e., unramified (since 
Q(r)/Q is unramified at 2). This is a contradiction because Q(d) is its own 
genus field [13]. 
Summing up, we obtain from 4.3, 4.5, and 2.4: 
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(4.6) THEOREM. Zf h(Q))) is odd, and II/: EQc,,/E&,, + I/ is surjectiw, 
then !kTON z 9.X. 
5. SOME CASES WHERE * Is SURJEC~VE 
There is a good reason to stress surjectivity of $ rather than bijectivity: 
we are done if we can show that $ is already surjective on the subgroup 
z o(,, of cyclotomic units of Q(l). The non-cyclotomic units (if any exist) 
are hard to get at, but it is clear that for any given 1 one could calculate 
F,-dim($(Z,(,,)) in a predictable amount of time. This we demonstrate by 
an example, 
p= 19, I= 9, @( 1)/2 = 3. 
The prime 19 splits in Q(9) in the form V1’Q2!J34!$J5$J7Y8, and V= 
E/%8. ‘07, %}+ p’ k ic a ninth root of unity [ with [ = 4 (mod !I&); one has the 
cyclotomic units - 1, 1 + c, 1 + c2 in Z,(,,. An easy calculation gives 
11/c-l)=(L 191) 
IcI(1 +O=(O,O, 1) 
$(l + i’) = (0, 1, Oh 
hence I,$ is surjective and !IJIoN z 9JI for p = 19 (the first new instance of 
such a p). 
By similar (lengthier) calculations on a PC the following was obtained: 
(5.1) Result. We have ‘&RON E M for the following list of primes p: 
(a) all p = 3 (mod 4) with 1 prime and p c 1500, except possibly 59, 
227, 479, 983, 1319, and 1367 (for all these exceptions, h(Q(I)) is even by 
Davis [7] or Garbanati [9]; 
(b) all p s 3 (mod 4) with p < 200 and 1 a prime power (there are 
only two such, namely 19 and 163); 
(c) the following p (all < 200, 1 not a prime power): 31, 43, 
67, 71, 103, 139. (Missing are here: 79, 127, 131, 151, 191, 199.) 
Remark. (a) Among the primes p E 3 (mod 4) less than one hundred, 
the main question, “Is WON E %N” remains open only for p = 59 and p = 79. 
(b) If I has at least live prime divisors, then h(Q(I)) is even by 
Cornell and Rosen [3], so our approach does not work. 
We offer one general positive result for whatever it is worth: 
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(5.2) THEOREM. Let p = 3 (mod 4) be such that I= (p - 1)/2 and 
r = (I- 1)/2 are both again prime, and 2 is a primitive root mod r. Then Ic/ 
is surjective, and h(Q(Z)) is odd, hence %Nml?, E !JJl by Theorem 4.6. 
Remark. The hypotheses on p are of course quite restrictive, but there 
do exist primes fulfilling them. Up to 15,000, the following p satisfy the 
hypotheses of (5.2): 23, 41, 719, 2039, 4079, 4919, 5807, 7607, 7727, 9839, 
10799, 11279, 13967, 14159. 
Proof of 5.2. Let A = Gal(Q(r)/Q), A’ = A/(id, conj} = Gal(Q(I)+/Q). 
Looking at the diagram preceding Lemma 4.2, we see that it suffices to 
show II/ + surjective. Now $ + is A’-equivariant, and since A’ is cyclic of 
order r, we have F,A’ g IF, @ F, IF a field because 2 is a primitive root 
mod r. Note that the codomain of $ + is F, A’. The trivial module IF, occurs 
in Im($+) because +‘( - 1) = (1, . . . . l), hence it suffices to find u in the 
domain of 9’ such that $+(u) is neither 0 nor (1, . . . . 1). We take 
u = [ 1 + c,]. One finds t E Z, of order I modp, such that i, = t (mod ‘p), 
and one has to show that the map 
=UHS,+{+l,-l}, 
is neither identically + 1 nor identically - 1. Since the 1 + tj (j mod’ I) are 
all different, nonzero (t is a quadratic residue mod p but - 1 is not), and 
different from 1, they cannot all be residues. Hence some 1 + ti is a non- 
residue, and since t -j( 1 + tj) = ( 1 + t -‘), we even get a j E UHS, with 1 + tj 
a nonresidue. On the other hand, the congruence 1 + x2 z y2 has a solution 
with x f 0 (mod p) (use p 2 7). We have x2 = ti for some j, and similarly as 
above we obtain j E UHS, such that 1 + tj is a quadratic residue mod p. 
By Davis [ 71 or Hurrelbrink and Kolster [ 111 we have that h(Q(I)) is 
odd. This finishes the proof. 
It is worth mentioning that, by a recent result of Estes [16], the class 
number h(Q(l)) is also odd if 1 and r = (1- 1)/2 are primes such that - 2 
(instead of 2 in Theorem 5.2) is a primitive root mod r. As yet, I have no 
proof that the conclusion of 5.2 is valid under this modified hypothesis, but 
I verified it by computer for all relevant p < 15,000, i.e., all p with 1, r also 
prime, -2 (but not 2) a primitive root mod r. There are only four such p, 
namely 1439, 2879, 4127, and 6047. (These primes are too large for the 
brute force verification used for 5.1 on my PC.) 
It would be nice to find a general proof of ‘%MV~~ !lJI, maybe by the 
methods used by Cassou-Nogues and Taylor [2] and Cougnard [6], 
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